2006 kia spectra reviews

With its lengthy equipment list, high-quality interior and better-than-average performance, the
Kia Spectra sedan and hatchback are an excellent low-cost alternative to a Civic or Matrix. The
Spectra's origins in the U. In , Kia added a five-door hatchback companion called the Spectra in
an effort to reach out to younger drivers. In , the Sephia sedan took the name "Spectra" as well.
Although decently equipped, neither the Spectra sedan nor the hatchback had the level of
refinement or quality necessary to get the attention of Civic and Corolla buyers. However, a
groundbreaking redesign came midway through and established the Kia Spectra as the value
leader in the economy car segment. Roomy, well equipped and for the most part pleasant to
drive, the Spectra is worth the attention of anyone shopping for an affordable compact car. A
hp, 2. Unfortunately, the engine begins to run out of steam at midrange rpm and gets a bit noisy
in the process -- this is one of the few areas in which the Kia Spectra doesn't match up to the
Civic and Corolla. Ride quality is excellent for an economy car, though, as the suspension
dutifully absorbs bumps and grooves. Handling is soft yet predictable with the standard
suspension, but you can get a tauter setup by opting for the SX sedan or Spectra5 hatchback,
which also provides extra body cladding and sportier interior trim. Inside, the furnishings are
nothing too exciting, but a simple control layout, above-average build and materials quality and
standard side curtain airbags count for plenty in this segment. So do comfortable seats, and the
Kia Spectra offers plenty of room for both front and rear occupants. A vast selection of trays,
bins, pockets and containers provides a spot for anything you happen to be carrying, while six
large cupholders make road-trip dehydration a thing of the past. Although class leaders like the
Civic and Mazda3 are still a few steps ahead of the Spectra when it comes to performance and
refinement, we think highly of this Kia car. If you're looking for a well-rounded economy sedan
or hatchback, the Kia Spectra is definitely worth a test-drive. The SX sedan and Spectra5
hatchback add front and rear spoilers, side sills, rear valance, black grille, black headlight
bezels, upgraded tires and inch alloys and a sport-tuned suspension on manual transmission
models, a front strut tower bar is also included. Inside, leather trim on the steering wheel, shift
knob and parking brake handle add a sporty touch, as do sport cloth seats, metal-look trim and
metal pedals. The Kia Spectra features a 2. Buyers can choose a five-speed manual or
four-speed automatic transmission. Four-wheel disc brakes are standard on all models except
the EX, which has rear drums. Antilock brakes are optional. All Spectras feature standard
front-seat-mounted side airbags and full-length side curtain airbags. In government crash tests,
the Kia Spectra earned a rating of four stars out of five for front-impact protection. It also earned
four stars for front-occupant protection in side impacts. Rear-seat side-impact protection rated
a mediocre three stars. The 2. Another downside is that engine noise can be obtrusive at
speeds of 70 mph and above. The manual gearbox is easy to shift, but the automatic
transmission can be a tad slow to come up with downshifts. The EX sedan offers a smooth ride,
strong brakes and competent if not exactly sporty handling. The Spectra5 and SX sedan kick it
up a notch with tighter handling while also retaining the supple ride quality of the less sporting
EX sedan. The Kia Spectra offers a simple cabin layout with logically arranged controls and
above-average build and materials quality. The front seats are downright comfortable with
enough shoulder, hip- and legroom to accommodate large adults. There's plenty of legroom in
back as well, and the rear bench is generously cushioned. The sedan's trunk capacity is bit
small for this class at Available styles include SX 4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Kia Spectra. Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Kia lease specials Check out Kia
Spectra lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Engine is weak and buzzy at higher rpm, soft handling on EX
model. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. The base LX sedan has been dropped, and the EX no longer features
foglamps or rear disc brakes. On the plus side, all models now come with floor mats and a cabin
air filter, while the SX and Spectra5 gain standard cruise control. The optional four-speed
automatic transmission has been redesigned this year for greater durability and smoothness
although models with SULEV emissions still use last year's unit. Read more. Write a review See

all reviews. And we just keep rollin I bought my kia spectra brand new with 53 miles on it. I
change the oil every miles, change the transmission fluid every 80, miles. I didn't have to put
new brakes on until , miles. At , miles I had her tuned up. I decided at ,00 miles I should put new
belts on it. The check engine light came on at around miles still under warranty took in for new
O2 sensor. The check engine light came back on just after , miles and its been on ever since,
sooner or later its gotta burn out right? We are currently at miles and still rolling. Read less.
Great affordable, reliable car. I purchased my car last year with 86, miles on it. I now have , miles
on it and it's doing great. I took this car on a 2, mile road trip in the summer and my Spectra did
fine. I do have to say that one con for this car is that it does not get up to speed very quickly on
the highway. When I try to accelerate the engine feels weak and buzzy; it gets pretty loud and I
don't go much faster. Beside that, it's a reliable car that gets me to and from work and around
town with no problem. The interior is very roomy and comfortable even with five people seated.
The trunk is deep which is awesome for travel. Overall a great, reliable car. Wow, were we ever
pleasantly surprised. This is a great little car. The doors close solidly with a click. The engine
cranks quickly and is eerily quiet for a small car. Power is more than adequate for our intended
use. Seating position and comfort are outstanding. The build quality feels first-class. This car is
an absolute pleasure to own. And the gas mileage is great too! I bought my Kia Spectra SX used
about 2 years ago and after a rough beginning fixin issues left by the former owner I've really
come to enjoy this car. The SX wheels, suspension and body are a plus over the other models
and considering it's a compact car it has plenty of interior room, a nice size trunk and more than
enough umph to get around. See all reviews of the Used Kia Spectra. Write a review. Frontal
Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side
Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars
related to the Spectra. Sign Up. Each ranking was based on 9 categories. Here is the summary
of top rankings. Got there to test drive it and there was an undisclosed service engine light. I
was told that it was indicating the oxygen sensors need service, which usually means the
catalytic converter needs service. MPG could be better, but maybe it's my driving style. Good
breaks. Shifter could be shorter. Seats are comfortable. Great for in town comute. I wish it has a
more powerful engine and 6 speed transmission as on Tiburon. Pros: Great reliable car. Sporty
suspension. Fast with manual transmission. Reliably, no problems at 88k in 9 years. Great â€”
fun to drive looks great , grate gas mileage, comfortable interior, easy to maintain cheap to
insure good tires alluminum wheels four cylinder engines are much cheaper to maintain than
six cylinders 2. Great All Around Car. Put 45, miles on never had a problem with it. Car handles
nice gets very good mileage. Heater is great in winter warms up very fast. Tires seem to last
quite long on this car. Pros: Good fuel mileage. Very reliable. Nice to work on. Ok Car â€” its a
good starter car. Like It, But Wished It Was A Little Bigger â€” like the color, seats comfortable,
gas mileage ok, no repairs yet, handles ok don't know about snow , maintenance not bad just
basic stuff, seat covers, fun to drive specially since it's mine , spoiler, fog lamps, cd player,
good size trunk. More Then You Expect. Perfect Small Car â€” really good car, good handling,
performance are good for a bhp. Kia Spectra5 â€” Kia Spectra5 purchased new currently
mileage 35K. All options available including anti-lock brakes and moonroof. Acceleration is
adequate for the size of engine even fully loaded. Fun to drive no regrets. Awsome Kia Spectra
â€” Reliable, reliable, reliable! The 6th Kia I have had and out of them all I've only had to change
a bearing and a hazard light switch. All under warranty of course. Starts at every time. Enough
pep to do anything i want. Surprising amount of cargo space in the back. Car was clean for its
age and had low mileage. Glad we purchased it! Read More. A great car for the money. I have
been driving her for awhile and she is a super car. She is very inexpensive to keep up and
operates on very little fuel. This is a car I would recommend to any one It's a nice car if you want
something a little flashy but don't want to spend too much money. It has also been very reliable
to drive to and from work with this car. On long trips it has been comfor This is a low cost car to
drive and maintain and is proof that Kia has made some major improvements since they first
came to the US. It has lived up to expectations and isn't like the bargain basemen I love my
small car. At the time it was the right size for a family of 5. Now we are a family of 7 and need
more room. I love the v6 engines just because of the power. But for the spectra to be a 4 cyl
Drives good, looks good,reliable, airbag light issues. Great little car for 9 years. I have driven
the car 84, miles in those 9 years. Light issues just started in Nov. Love to drive it handles wel
Great gas mileage. Rides smooth. This car is a great car for a student or a family because it is a
medium size car. This is a fun car to drive because it has plenty of engine power if needed at a
momen I really like this car. I usually only buy Toyota's but I was very impressed with the make
and model. It was a great car to get my kids in and out of. It is great on gas. Good family car.
Loved how solid it felt while driving it compared to cheaper models like the Rio or a Saturn. The
sound system blew me away and I crank it when the family is not in the car! The car has been

very reli Have you driven a Kia Spectra? Rank This Car. User Reviews. View reviews where
users commented on categories. Clear selections. Tad writes:. Is this review helpful? Yes No.
Nikolay writes:. Back Seats:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Great reliable car. Cons:
MPG is not that great. Is this helpful? Cons: some scratches. Primary Use: Family
transportation Pros: Good fuel mileage. Cons: Little bit of road noise. Kyle writes:. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: its my first one. Cons: its slow in the higher gears. Sammy writes:.
Like It, But Wished It Was A Little Bigger â€” like the color, seats comfortable, gas mileage ok,
no repairs yet, handles ok don't know about snow , maintenance not bad just basic stuff, seat
covers, fun to drive specially since it's mine , spoiler, fog lamps, cd player, good size trunk
Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Comfortable. Cons: Light weight. Dustin writes:.
Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: milage 40mpg. Cons: plain jane. Dominic writes:. Cons:
radio. Tangentjude writes:. Cons: None so far. Roch writes:. Pros: Reliable. Cons: Low resale.
Reviews From Other Years. Read all 8 Kia Spectra reviews. Read all 10 Kia Spectra reviews.
Read all 11 Kia Spectra reviews. Read all 19 Kia Spectra reviews. Cars compared to Kia Spectra.
Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Kia Spectra to Related
Models. Select Year Yes No Looking for a Used Spectra in your area? Reliably, no problems at
88k in 9 years Cons: MPG is not that great 10 of 11 people found this review helpful. Primary
Use: Commuting to work Pros: its my first one Cons: its slow in the higher gears Is this review
helpful? Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: milage 40mpg Cons: plain jane 3 of 3 people
found this review helpful. Pros: Reliable Cons: Low resale 5 of 5 people found this review
helpful. I bought my kia spectra brand new with 53 miles on it. I change the oil every miles,
change the transmission fluid every 80, miles. I didn't have to put new brakes on until , miles. At
, miles I had her tuned up. I decided at ,00 miles I should put new belts on it. The check engine
light came on at around miles still under warranty took in for new O2 sensor. The check engine
light came back on just after , miles and its been on ever since, sooner or later its gotta burn out
right? We are currently at miles and still rolling. I purchased my car last year with 86, miles on it.
I now have , miles on it and it's doing great. I took this car on a 2, mile road trip in the summer
and my Spectra did fine. I do have to say that one con for this car is that it does not get up to
speed very quickly on the highway. When I try to accelerate the engine feels weak and buzzy; it
gets pretty loud and I don't go much faster. Beside that, it's a reliable car that gets me to and
from work and around town with no problem. The interior is very roomy and comfortable even
with five people seated. The trunk is deep which is awesome for travel. Overall a great, reliable
car. Wow, were we ever pleasantly surprised. This is a great little car. The doors close solidly
with a click. The engine cranks quickly and is eerily quiet for a small car. Power is more than
adequate for our intended use. Seating position and comfort are outstanding. The build quality
feels first-class. This car is an absolute pleasure to own. And the gas mileage is great too! I
bought my Kia Spectra SX used about 2 years ago and after a rough beginning fixin issues left
by the former owner I've really come to enjoy this car. The SX wheels, suspension and body are
a plus over the other models and considering it's a compact car it has plenty of interior room, a
nice size trunk and more than enough umph to get around. I loved this car. I had it for 5 years,
and I never had ANY issues. I did have to take off the front spoiler because it scraped on the
driveway. I averaged 25 mpg till the last day. Turns great, isn't very noisy, accelerates nicely,
quality interior, efficient. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the
Spectra. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars
4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. And we just keep rollin Great affordable, reliable car. Items per
page:. Write a review See all Spectras for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Spectra. Sign Up.
This edition of the Kia Spectra boasted ride and interior quietness among the best in the class.
We also found the fit and finish impressive, particularly when considering the car's low price.
However, because of its reluctant cornering, middling acceleration and so-so fuel economy, the
Spectra ranks midpack in those areas. Braking performance was not a strength either. We also
found it difficult to get a vehicle with antilock brakes. In most cases, automotive warranties are
based on the vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of
ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. Reactivate now to get
the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please
view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a
Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services
at Unlock Ratings. Used Kia Spectra Change Vehicle. There is 1 recall on this vehicle. Learn
More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance
Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat
pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph
from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance
is determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual

transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests,
independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims.
Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate
circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage
CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and
highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've
discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry
stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked.
Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the
avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to
its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road
imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our
expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort
Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various
heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is
for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The
Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to
other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best.
Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and
smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same
model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability
charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual
Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with
their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered serious because of cost, failure,
safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the table below. The results are
presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious
areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis,
we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for
a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction
To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than
half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by
answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or
lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving
experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving
Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate
control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid?
Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS
available. Side and head air bags standard. ESC not available. Drive Wheels. Coverage varies
among versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties. Body Styles.
Transmissions Available. Engines Available. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory?
Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift.
You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. This is the 2nd Kia spectra I have
owned. The first one was totaled but a head on accident with a concrete barrier going 60 miles a
hour. I walked away from that accident with only a few bruises from the seat belt. I was held in
place and didn't feel the airbag deploy. Besides the accident I love everything about the spectra
and wish that Kia had not stopped making them. Purchased vehicle used in Has needed some
expected, typical repairs- brake pads, 2 tires, battery. Also had electrical problem requiring
professional diagnosis and replacement of wiring. Generally runs well. Decent mileage sorry, no
exact figure, but fewer fill ups than its predecessors. Starts well in cold and acceptable handling
in snow and ice when driven properly. Comfortable for driver and passengers. I purchased the
vehicle used and I have been having issues with constantly having to fix parts on the car but
they may be due to wear and tear from the previous owner more than the brand of car itself.
When I'm not fixing it, the car fits my needs well and is very comfortable to drive. The problems
I have had with this vehicle is electrical, and battery issues. At one point my headlight, tail light,
and dash all went out and my lights would flicker inside, cost me over The car is amazing on

gas mileage. The battery has stopped working a couple of times in the 2 years that I have had it.
But I love the interior of the car and the stock stereo system. Its very fast and reliable and
affordable. I would highly recommend this car for a daily commuter. Its reliable, comfortable,
good mileage and easy to drive. I have this car since and have no reason to trade it in. I would
definitely recommend this car to anyone who is looking for a new car. The check engine pops
up by itself and turns off by itself. It is a good size with a spacious trunk. It is great on gas and
has a decent tank size. It is comfortable and I love that the seats are manual instead of
electrical. This vehicle has been very reliable over the last twelve years. It has decent
performance but could be a little faster. The only real problem I have encountered is that I bent
an intake valve and for whatever reason it is been overheating since I got it fixed and I do not
know why. Other than that it has been very reliable and pretty comfortable. Right now I'm
having wiring problems with tail lights, AC went out, speedometer doesn't function, headlights
flicker sometimes. All the problems I have started having with the car happened simultaneously
almost. So it's harder to fix in bulk financially. My Kia spectra has been an outstanding vehicle.
It has hardly ever had any issues. I will say that the door handles on this years model we're not
the best. Very cheap and I wish there was more room in the back but other than that it really has
been an amazing vehicle. Good reliable car only had to replace brakes and struts which for ,
plus mile isn't bad, gas Mileage could be better but has an upgraded 4-cylinder which allows it
to accelerate faster but is still a 4-cylinder so not going to break any records, but even at mph
handles like a champ in steering and cornering which I was surprised by, but overall a great
little car for what it is. As long as you keep up with the maintenance your Kia spectra should
last you a long while. It is comfortable and stable when driving on all roads. Kia spectra's have
great gas mileage so I utilize my car for longer commutes. It has no problem accelerating up
hills and traveling on rocky dirt roads. It is a good car it is comfortable perfect size for me it
does not have an aux cord or Bluetooth however I have an FM transmitter that I use so I can
listen to music on my phone it is easy to clean and gets good gas mileage it has great storage
space and the air conditioning and heating works really well. I have been driving my Kia spectra
for seven years now, I have definitely had some maintenance done throughout the years.
Mileage has lasted me through many long road trips. But all together it has continued to hold up
for a very long time. Very great reliable car. My car, a Kia Spectra , has lasted for a good long
while. It has seen well over , miles of road travelled. The amazing things I have been able to see
with the places I have driven with my car has been impressive, to say the least. In the 13 years
that I have owned my car from new, I have gained the title for my car, and some minor and major
parts of my car have been falling apart. While I know what some pieces are that need repairs,
such as my gas pedal not being fully on. There is also the fact that it sounds like my timing belt
is going. In the end! I will say that my car really is showing its age. I acquired this car from my
parents with a check engine light on. Kia states that the car needs a new transmission. It had
one about a year ago. Other than that it's a good car. The gas mileage is declining. I do not
know if that has to do with needing a new transmission or not. I have had my Kia for approx. I
bought it pre owned. I absolutely love my Kia, the gas mileage is phenomenal and I have had
only small problems. My gas chamber sensor has gone out which doesn't affect me greatly. I've
drove my car to Chicago from Michigan which is approx 4 hr drive and still had just under half a
tank of gas! Other perks are how spacious it is. I am 6ft and can ride comfortably in any spot in
the car. The back seat folds down so you have more room through the trunk. Overall a great
vehicle! Kia is a very relatable. It is an old car and does not give me much problems. I enjoy
driving a Kia very much. Great on gas! Never had a problem besides that. It is small so it is easy
to park. It is my first car so I do not have much to compare it to. My car is a Kia Spectra, it's
incredibly reliable. I live in the Midwest and we just had a flood in which I had no other choice
but to drive through, my car never missed a beat. It's incredibly fuel efficient, and easy to
maintain! Only complaint is it doesn't have cruise control, but for being 13 years old the car still
runs like new! I love my car, it gets me to where I need to be. I couldn't have asked for a better
first car. Great gas mileage, and very good heating and air. Seats are comfortable, and there is a
lot of legroom. Great for road trips, or even just a ride around town. This car has run beautifully.
I've had minimal issues it's been reliable to drive me to school and work daily. It is equipped
with CD player, car charger port, 5 seats, and great trunk space. It is a nice small but still
comfortable car. I myself am 6'0' and sit in it well and drive comfortably. The car runs smooth
and always feels at peak performance. My car is pretty reliable. It has decent mileage and I don't
really have any complaints in particular. It drives well, can go long distances without trouble,
and is very safe. It is a pretty old car, so it creaks a little here and there and the brakes do not
necessarily last as long as I'd like them to, but there really are not any other issues. This has
been a very mechanically reliable car. Cost of ownership has been very low. I know it doesn't
have all the bells and whistles people want now but if I was going to buy another car I would

buy this car again. Once I fix one issue, the car has another issue. I understand it is an older car
but it is one thing after another. Paint is peeling, I have had to replace the transmission, replace
all the belts twice, new radiator, new wheels, and the ac is leaking. However I will admit it gets
great gas mileage and is a convenient size. Its very reliable and efficient on gas mileage. It has
plenty of room for my needs both in the passenger section and the trunk. It has had some
electronic problems with malfunctioning lights and window buttons. Overall a good car that I
would recommend to anyone. I love my Kia hatchback so much room and great on gas, very
reliable and super great. If I had to buy another car it would definitely be another Kia hatchback,
very roomy and good on gas. Besides the extra special features sunroof which is great in the
summer. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. For Sale Near Me. Owner
push pull wiring diagram
1999 olds alero manual
1965 mustang parts for sale
Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Performance Reviews.
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